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Oldest lava flows at Cinder Cone field erupt.
10-12 m.y.a.-Volcanic flows. Continued faulting,
basin formation.
18.5-17 m.y.a.-explosive volcanic eruptions from
Woods Mtns. blanket surrounding region, filling
shallow lakes.
Faulting, tilting continues 18.5 m.y.a.

208

Thick ash layer from volcano near south tip of
Nevada deposited across the region.

245

Beginning of faulting that created the mountains
and valleys of the Basin and Range Province.

Jurassic

Permian

320

60 million years "missing." Erosion bevels off land
down to roots of old volcanic mountain ranges,
exposing granitic rocks beneath Cima Dome,
Granite Mtns., Mid Hills, and elsewhere.

360

Extensional faults cut granitic rocks and uplift
ancient rock layers.

286
Pennsylvanian
Paleozoic

Lakes form and dry out as playas, dune fields
form. Youngest lava flows and cinder cones form.
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Triassic

Mississippian
Devonian
408
Silurian
438
Ordovician
505
Cambrian
570

Precambrian

The Ice Ages and current interglacial period.

Proterozoic
2500
Archean
3800
Hadean
4600

Granitic rocks form as multiple intrusions of
magma are injected into deeply buried
Precambrian rocks and older Jurassic plutons.
Volcanic rocks south of Mountain Pass. Then
older rocks thrust eastward on low angle faults,
burying younger strata
Erosion.
Volcanism at surface, granitoid-faulting magma
chambers beneath surface.
Lowlands and shallow oceans. Sands,
shalessimilar to Colorado Plateau. West of
Barstow, corner of continent rifted away and N-S
coastline established.
Shallow ocean sediments deposited: limestone
and dolomite. Best exposures in Providence
Mountains. Host rocks for younger ore deposits
and for Mitchell Caverns. Similar to same age
strata in Grand Canyon sequence, but more often
submarine.
Sands, limey muds deposited in shallow seas.
Mega-continent splits apart creating Pacific ocean
basin. Shelf edge subsides.

Start at the bottom!
Geologic time scales are drawn so that the
oldest, or earliest, time periods are at the bottom.
Read this from the bottom up to start at Mojave’s
beginnings and work your way forward through
time.
*m.y.a.= million years ago
*b.y.a.= billion years ago

Over 200 m.y. rock record missing. Continent
eroded down to granitic and metamorphic rocks.
Central Australia is possible modern analog.
1.4 billion yr. old magmas intrude older rocks.
1.7 - 2.5 (?) b.y.-Mojave’s oldest rocks began as
volcanic, sedimentary and granitic rocks that were
later metamorphosed by mountain building event.
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